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1 - Generalities on the aerodynamic studies for a high
performance vehicle 
Theinoessant increase in cars' top speed urges ,design and 
resemch Centers to get involved in solving always more 
important aerodynamic problems. Performances, saf'ety, 
comfort and economy may be considered as parameters 
widely depending on the seniousness put in facing the studies 
of aerodynamic phenomena. 
Among bigger-displa,cement European GranTurismos today in 
production, there are many capable of easily going beyond 
the longed for goal of 200 Kmph, thus reaching the cruising 
speeds of planes bU'ilt around the thirties. The history of 
aeronautics reminds us that it ,is right at that time, that tunnel 
testing acquired a decisive importance due to the aggmvation 
of the problems set by aerodynamics with the incr1e,ase in 
performances. At this moment, car deSigners have thus to 
oope with a s'imilar situation, specially if they wish to achieve 
a perfect tuning of very fast vehicles, whose behavioOr and 
driving should not be exclusive apannage of a small elite of 
spedalists. 
The field covered by these res'earchesis very wide, goOing 
beyond the typical drag, oOf course coOndition,ing absolute 
performances and remained oOver a long period of time the 
main vorry of a minority of manufacturers. The problems of 
trajectory st,ability are bound to the distribut,ion of 
aerodynamic loads of lift and side thrust on the vehicle's two 
axles: when the mobile moves within a field of veloOcity 
varying in intensity and directioOn (as it happens in presence 
of wind, either transversal or longitudinal), the system of 
forces to which it is subjected varies conSiderably. Delivery 
of interior air circulation, either for engine and brake cooling 
or foOr passenger compartment ventilatioOn, ar'e bound to the 
field of the pressures settling on the car's body. Among the 
various phenomena - from aeroOdynami'c noise engendered, for 
instance, by drips or eaves to the effects oOf windshield wipers 
detachment at high speeds - numberless are the problems of 
which an effective and often r'apid solution can be forese'en 
throOugh serious preventive studies, consist'ing of tunnel tests 
either on scale models or on the full-size vehicle . 
2 - Wind tunnel testing 
It is at the oOrigin ofa shape study for anew model that the 
specialist in aerodynamics makes his entry: namely, it will be 
the first plaster model to provide - well ahead of the vehicle's 
formal final·ization - the data needed to evaluate -its potential 
performances and their comparison with the specifications of 
the product gUidelines. Thes,e results are achieved starting 
from tunnel testing, where wholly particular precaut.ioOns are 
necessary in order to obta'in a satisfactory road/wind-tunnel 
correlation. 
2.1 - Ground simulation. One of the difficulties encounter'ed 
in the aerodynamic 'lab' study of a road vehicle, coOmes up 
when one wishes to reproduoe - in oOrder to insure the 
similarity among the respective flui,d flows (ecoulements) 
the phenomena connected with the body proximity to the 
ground. On the road and in absence of wind the air is still as 
compared to the ground, while in the tunnel the model integral 
with the ground is swept by a wind equivalent in absolute 
value, but of opposite direcNon to that of the car's. This 
arrangement entails the engendering, on the walls bordering 
the experience flow, of a boundary layer (fluid whose energy 
is degraded by the viscous surface friction) which deeply 
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modifies the phenomena bound to the 
ground effect. Besides, this boundary 
layer tends to detFlch from the wall if 
stressed by positive pressure gradients 
due to the presence of the scale model. 
On the road the absence of this sort of 
phenomerlon calls therefore for the 
adoption of experimental devices, 
suitable for the carrying out of either its 
entire suppression or its minimizaNon 
as compared to the model's size. 
A first simulating device may be 
obtained by means of a rollaway runnino 
in the same direction and at the same 
speed of the overall air flow. Though 
obtaining under similar concl lions the 
respect of the phenomena connected 
With lhe wound presence, this device 
entails varioils complications at the 
stage of its practical mplementation as 

the fixing the model on the band 
and. what i worse,considerable 
difficulties of measurement bound to 
interaction phenomena between the 
model and its support. 
The solution adopted by Citroen 

particularly visible in the largest color 
picture on page 47) consists of 
representing lhe road by means of a 
counter-floor composed of a very smooth 
flat surface located above the vein 
floor and dipped in the constant-speed 

ow, n such way as to eliminate the 
boundary layer the lalter. Several 
experiments performed in English and 
American aerodynamic labs confirrned 
the validity this method for moderale-
lift bodies, as in the case of 
automobiles. To maintain an air delivery 
under the car identical in scale to that 
existing on the road, the clearance 
under the model's wheels is increased 
by the thickness of the boundary layer 
developing on the surface simulating 
the road. On the other hand, this value 
is reduced to the minimum (2 mm in 
tests on 1·5 scale models with the 
Citroen device) when a thorough 
su rface 'fi nish i ng' of the counter-floor 
is insured. This prehminary stage is 
extremely important and reqlJires the 
maximum accuracy as the validity of 
subsequent experiments depends on it. 
2.2 - Body shape model. The model 
scale in use Citroen is :5, which 
permits a satisfactory compronlise 
between the accura rept"Oduction of 
certain details, execution rapidity [I is 
necessary that the model be readied 
pri to selecti the final shape) and 
ease of handl ng. similar scal 

further permits to obtain in wind tunnel 
testing a sufficiently high number f 
Reynolds (parameter, whose importance 
will be hinted at later). 
initially modeled in piAster on an 
underbody conforming to that foreseen 
for the future vehicie. the body shape 
can be repeatedly modified until 
determination of the nearly final one in 
plastiC material. The opposite picture 
shows the appearance of such a model 
served for the Citroen SM development: 
though made in the configuraNon 
without interior flow, il docs already 

entail an accurate rapresentation of the 
underbody partiGulars. A certain 
amount of minor details, engendering 
flow conditions differing from the real 
size, are purposely omitted just beoause 
of their reduced dimensions. Simulation 
of under-hood air circulation - need8d to 
obtain exact valLles of the aerodynamic 
characteristi bl-ings to a thorough 
layout of air entries and exits as well as 
the execution of particularsunci8r the 
hood, as shown by the pictures on this 
page referring to the same model. The 
losses of aerodynamic load of the 
I-adiators are simulated by means of 
ad8quately penneable !Jrill 

2.3 Checking on the shape model of the 
body aerodynamic efficiency. The two 
main mcasurernents carried out on Lhe 
scak: ITlOdel are 'On one side the 
determination of the aerodynamic 
resu Itant and on the other the 
measurement of pressure distribution 
on the body walls. This information will 
be used together as regards the 
aerodynamic aspect of the problem, 
while the pressure diagram will be a 
precious help to engineet·s responsible 
for interior air circulation (both in 
eng.ine and passenger compartments: 
air conditioning and ventilation). 
2.3.1 . Measurement of the six 
aerodynamic components. (n the most 
common case, the ensemble of ai 
reactions on the rnodel can be reduced 
to a resul [ant anda mornent which break 
up into three forces and three momen 
according toa reference trihedron we 
would assume tied to the vehicle. Lift, 
drae], side thrust and their respective 
pitch. 1'011 and yaw moments. The model 
is set on an aerodynamic balance 
(buried into the thickness of the 
counter-floor) that wil provide directly 
the 6 components sought fm, to which it 
is nchol-ed by means of 4 pins (integr,al 
with the weighed of the balance) 
fixing the model under the wheels in 
order 'not to introduce any interferencE; 
in the flow. The supporl of the balance 
rotates around a vertical axis, allOWing 
the setting ,in aerodynamic drift of the 
rnodel being tested: this arrangement 
permits to observe apart from the 
aerodynamic o8havior i presence of 
side nd, all the configurations in 
which the relative speed is not p,wallel 
to the vehicle's plane or longitudinal 
symmetry (as t happens when turning, 
sHding athwart etc., where a transversa 
componen exists in absence of 
actual wind). 
Generally overlooked n tunnel tests of 
touril car models is the influence of 
the Reynolds' number, adimensional 
parameter usually indicating the nature 
of the flow and playing a very important 
role in the similarity of the two 
ecoulements (in test anum reality). 
For every new model, however. Citroen 
performs a test with a variable number 
of Reynolds to check the constclilcy of 
the aerodynamic coefficients, which is 
obtained wi Re above 2.106 • 

The measuring results of the 
longitudinal force called drag provide 
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the data for calculation of the 
performances, which will become 
always more precise as the model will 
acquire a formal definition and will 
complete its equipment (air circulation 
inside the engine compartment, exhaust 
detai'ls). The drag absorbs almost 50 
per cent of the driving power at 60 Kmph, 
75% at 160 Kmph: these figures 
underlrine the interest ,in the search for 
the most favor,able shape for vehicles 
going beyond 200 Kmph. 
On this page at top we are presenting 
for example (picture 1) the drag 
evolution Rx of a 1:5 scale model full 
(that is without inner ducting) of the 
Citroen SM for different values of the 
yew angle J O at a 160 Kmph speed. This 
graph shows a moderate increase in 
the adimensional shape coeHioient C x 
with the varying of JO, indicating a feeble 
action of the cross wind on the drag. 
This curve, obtained after numerous 
experiments, meets the specs pos'ed by 
the product guidel,ines. 
Once the final shape allows the 
achievement of the expected 
performances, it is better to check that 
the latter be attained under 
satisfactory safety conditions, with 
particular refer-ence to direction 
stability. The examination of the lift 
(Rz) and side thrust (Ry) curves as 
well as their respective moments, will 
permit to check that no disquieting 
phenomenon of aerodynamic origin 
comes up to abruptly modify th,e 
dynamic behavior of the vehicle (which 
is usually translated ,into curves free 
from discont,inuities under yawing). Lift 
measurements on each axle ,inform on 
the variations of the vertical loads set 
on the wheels and play an important 
role in case of yawing. The effect of a 
cross wind on the lift entails a 
considerable increase in its coefficient 
C z , due to the wakes (shape resistance) 
of the uncovered lower parts of the 
wheels. This component decreases the 
vertical load on the wheels at the same 
moment when a transversal force 
comes up, which tends to stray the car 
laterally; the thrust is null if the yaw 
angle is null and vanies linearly with it. 
The pOint of intersection (called center 
of side thrust) of this force with the 
symmetry plane is located on most 
vehicles before the center of gravity, 
which determines a de-stabilizing 
moment - namely static aerodynamiCS 
instabil,ity - and itis conceivable that 
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beyond a certain speed the directional 
power of front whe'els is insufficient 
to insure maintenanoe of a trajectory. 
The tests done in the Gitroen wind 
tunnel on a 8M scale model have shown 
no discontinuity in the lift (picture 2 on 
previous page) and side thrust 
(picture 3) curves, up to the yaw angle 
tested j = 20°. To fix one 's mind, this 
angle corresponds to a transversal , wind 
of 68 Kmph for a vehicle's running 
speed of 200 Kmph. The comparative 
behavior of the three li·ft curves shows 
for example how at j = 15° (that ,is with 
a transversal wind of 54 Kmph 
associated with a longitudinal speed of 
200 Kmph) the lift lightens the front 
axle about twice as much as compared 
to that ,induce·d by motion at the same 
speed but in still air. The calculation 
does however indicate that under this 
latter circustance, the front lifting force 
of aerodynamic origin does not exceed 
a value in the order of 45 daN, by virtue 
of a correct shaping of the front end; 
quantities so reduced may thus be 
neglected even in presence of a strong 
side wind . On the other hand, apparent 
in the picture bes'ideis the I'inearity ,in 
the behavior of side thrusts with the 
varying of the yaw angle: the 
distribution o ,f this force on the two 
axles gives to the center of thrust a 
position not too far from the center of 
gravity, guarantee ofa reduced 
sensitivity to side winds. 
The aerodynamic study of the Citroen 
8M has been completed by a ser,ies of 
t'ests, destined to emphasize the 
influence of the longitudinal tr'im on the 
different components. Although the 
vehiides provided with hydro-pneumat'ic 
suspensions maintain a constant trim, 
the knowledge of the efforts to <its 
varying is advisable inasmuch as 
configurations of this kind may occur 
casually on the road (high speed 
braking, 'humping and ditching' etc.). 
It is further advisable to get interested 
in the reaction of a model invested for 
example by strong wind blasts with 
random character; even though 
resemches in this field have not yet 
reached a stage of immediate practical 
utilization, they are no doubt destine·d 
to bring new knowledg.e ,in the study of 
direcNonal stability at high speeds. 
2.3.2 - Pressure measurements. The 
testing of scale models in the wind 
tunnel is completed by the measurement 
of pressure distribution on the body , 
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which usually requires the taking of 600 
to 700 pressures. As we have already 
said, the graph of the isobaric curves is 
indispensable to successfully solve the 
problems of under-hood air circulation, 
of interior ventilation, of air entry and 
exit positioning . The layout on page 46 
(at bottom) shows the distribuNon of 
static pressures measured on the wall 
in the symmetry plane of the vehicle. 
2.3 .3 . Flow visualization. Usually 
associated with the above said 
measurements are several visuahzation 
tests of the fluid flow on the vehicle's 
walls, by means of )smoke or wool tufts; 
the use of one of the two systems is 
complementary and not substitutive of 
the other and together allow a direct 
understanding of the physical 
phenomena, particularly useful in case 
the model is set 'athwart' to simulate a 
side wind . The quality of the flow may 
thus be evaluated, visualiz,ing its 
possible detachments and get sure 
(together with the examination of the 
curves of the aerodynamic coeffioients) 
of the absence of abrupt discontinuities 
in its evolution which might engender 
unstable f.orces and therefor'e start 
reactions impredictable at high speeds. 
Astride of these two pages we have 
grouped a few pictur,es regarding 
experiments of th'is kind made on the 
1:5 scale model of a SM in the Citroen 
'souffl eri e'. The two photographs at top 
(as well as the color picture on cover) 
of the visual'ization by smoke show how 
on the vehicle's symmetry plane the 
external flow is just a little disturbed 
by the presence of the scale model and 
how the turbulent wake downstr,eam of 
same is of feeble ,intensity . The state of 
the flow on the model's dorsal and 
lateral walls is instead shown by the 
photographs of wool tuft visualization 
(at center and below) presenting -
from left to right, respectively - the flow 
behaVior obtained at zero, moderate 
(j = 15°) 'and considerabl'e (j = 40°) 
yaw. From the comparative examination 
between the first two pairs of pictures, 
it g'ives that the flow is scarcely 
influenced by the pr,esence of moderate 
side wind (to give an idea j = 15° 
corresponds to a translation speed of 
200 Kmph associated with a 50 Kmph 
wind). Th'e th'ird pair of pictures 
emphasizes instead the turbulent state 
involv,ing the leeward side and the 
start'ing of a small ,area of detachment 
on the backlight surface. The extension 
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of the transition zones from the laminar 
state to the turbulent one may bie 
checked, thus permitting to get sure of 
the variation continuity in the 
aerodynamic efforts. The last two 
photographs of this group illustrate the 
flows settling on the two sides of a 
vehide moving in presence of a strong 
side wind: better than all oomments 
they serve to explain the appearance of 
the violent transversal thrusts of 
aerodynamic or,ig·in. Here, the yaw angle 
is 35°, corresponding to a 150 Kmph 
speed of the vehicle submitted to a 
wind of about 85 Kmph. 
2.4 - Full-size tests. The actual test,ing 
of the vehicle (f,inal and probatory stage 
of its desi'gn) is done on the road. 
It entails, however, a cert.ainamount of 
drawbacks, above all whe,n it has to be 
dealt with a prototype to keep secret. 
Full-size tunnel te,sting does then 
pr·esent several advantages: fi rst of a'il 
being practicaHyreproducible, they 
enable to carry out a systematic 
resear·ch impossihle to make on the 
road, ,due to the consi,derahle changes in 
the parameters oonnected with weather 
conditions, road state and altitude etc.; 
the automa1'ed control of the tests and 
data processing by means of a computer 
speed up the ,acquisition of results; it is 
easiier to keep the 'secret in the 
labor,atory than on the road; in case of 
special tests one can 'see' what ·is going 
on by visualizing the How on as different 
asi,naocessible areas (brake disc for 
example), which 'is inconceivable on the 
road; some weH ie,quipped wind tunnels 
may simul,ate various climate conditions, 
whi'le the tesHnginstallation permits to 
absorb the engine power in di.ff.erent 
runn'ing configurations. 
The ph01'og-raph at far right shows one 
of the early pre.production SMs during 
tunnel measuring of air del ivery for 
radiator and front brakes cooling; the'se 
tests require the taking from 400 to 500 
measures of preSSUir'e for ea'ch value of 
delivery. The computer-aided sorting of 
the data 'ils very fast and allows the 
utilization of a measuring method 
othe,rwi'se unusable. 
Among 1'he Iseveral probl<ems examined 
and solveld through the tunnel 
experimentation of full-size prototype's, 
worth noting are those regarding 
windshiel,d wipers, rear window, 'air 
entries and exits, aerodynami·c noise, 
exhaust pipe,s, vent:Hation and 
condii1!ioningci-rcuits. 
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3 - Air conditioning 
Interi'Orair c'Onditioning on a car -is 
insured by two functiGns separate 'Or 
paired 'in the latest systems: heating 
and venti'lation. 
The combinaNon of these two functiGns 
entails an installaNon often referred to 
as air conditioner; but a similar dev,ice 
turns Gut tG be inadequate to insur'e 
ideal conditions of c'Omfort, when .jt 

comes to hligh values of r'Oom 
temperature and hygrometric rete. In 
hot and most of all in damp weether, to 
the ventilation (and he,aHng) system a 
refrigerating one must b'e added; in this 
way alon,e, real air cGnditioning may be 
obtained. 
The first generation of car 'conditioners 
was concelived lindependently of the 
heating system; the SMinst'ead, lis one 
of the first European cars to feature 
such a comb,ined device. Actually, the 
advantages appear to be substanNlal for 
an external temperature .of + 10° e 
requiring the use 'Of the heater: the air 
is pr,eviously cooled down at about 0° e 
and dehumidified, then heated passing 
thr'Ough the heat exchanger 'in such a 
way that gl'asses do not fog; a further 
interest Ii s given by the adoption of on Iy 
one very powerful centralized fan . 
3.1 - Requirements relevant with air 
conditioning systems. Are those of 
maintainling a pleasant linter,ior 
temperature 'Oscillating between 18° and 
24° e, at the same 'time of 'outside values 
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between -20° and + 40° e and variable 
percentages of relative humidity. 
The comfort is defined by the absence 
of sensorial nuisance. The human body 
badly adapts to e too intense convect,iGn 
Gnd radiation, wher,efrom the nee-d to 
study anappropniate interior air 
circulation as well as wall insulation. 
Actually, what CGunts ,is the feel,ing of 
temperature, which ,is function of: 
room temperature, wall temperature, air 
speed, relati,ve humidity (parameters 
reg-arding the interior) ; nature and 
intensity of the work,dressing degrees 
(parameters regarding the occupants) . 
The thermic comfort is not th,erefore 
anything but the maintenance of lideal 
i.nterior condiNons even under 
unfavorable envirGnmental 
circumstances: when outside is c'Old, 
passengers ought to be warm breath'ing 
controlled-humidity fr'esh air; 
conversely, when it is hot, one should 
stay within a relative humidity between 
30 and 60 per cent and temperatures 
between 20° and 26° eat most, values 
which may be obtained 'Only by means 
of an air conditioner . 
On today's cars, the increase in 
aerodynami,c turbulenoe (source 'Of 
noise) at medium and high speeds 
inhibits ventilation through the windows; 
wherefrom the need to use duct,ed fans 
to accelerate theai rcurrent and 
guarantee a dellivery 'independent of the 
vehide's speed (cp. -distribution layout 

of staNc pressures on the walls in the 
symmetry pl·ane, -pg. 46). The adoption 
of textures, carpets and athermic 
glass-es favors the comfort, same as the 
thermic insulation between engine and 
passenger compartments (bottom 
photographs at left) and all along the 
exhaust ducting. In reference to warm 
and cool air distribution, the ·above 
physi'Ologdcal consideratiGns ,command 
to heat the cold walls in winter and 
viceversa in summer, which may explain 
the inte~ior oirculat'ion laYGutadopted 
on the SM. A sdgnificantexample of the 
relationship betwe'en temperature and 
air speed, at const,ant relative humidity 
and similar comfort: 24° e ,in still air 'are 
equivalent to 300 e ,at a 1.5 m/s speed. 
3.2 - Working principles of the integral 
conditioner on the SM. 
a) Heating system: it must permit the 
maintenanGe of an interior temperature 
pre-selected and independent of the 
variable parameters such as car's sp'eed, 
engine rpm, IGad variations and 
exterior temperatur'e. On the SM this 
objective is reache,d thanks to the 
adoptiGn of a thermostatic tap, of a 
four-speed fan and of a zero-pressure 
air inlet. The hot air produce-d can go -out 
at foot (before and behind) and at 
windshield base for defrosting . 
b) Refrigerating system: it wiH hav'e to 
provide a certain amount of refrligeration 
to make up for the different am'Ounts of 
heat, such as the conduction, the amount 
of c-alor'ies frGm the passengers (due to 
metabohsm, condensatiGn and 
humidity), the one due to the sun 
(outstanding ona car with extensive 
seethrough surfaces), the losses in 
refrigerati'On due to the air exchang'e. 
The refrigerating devioe used 'On the SM 
is of the compression type: the layout 
on this page shows how it works. A 
refrigerating fluid (Freon 12) is 
compressed and heated by the 
compressor, the-n vaporizes ,in the 
finned coils of the exchanger 
(condenser) where it cools down due 
to the thermic exchange with the 'air 
blown; the cooling under pressure 
bri ngs about the I'iquefaction of the 
Freon. At the Hquid state, the Freon 
passe,s through a cylindrioal collecting 
and desiccaNng tank and prGceeds unt,j\ 
the expans'ion thermostatic valve and 
on to a newexc'hanger (evaporator); 
the expansion of the liquid implements 
its passage to the gaseous state. The 
cal'Ories ne-cessary tG the evaporation 
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are obtained from the air travers.ing the 
evaporator, wherefrom the supply of 
refr'igeration quantiUes to the passenger 
compartment. After the expansion , the 
fluid returns to the compressor and the 
cycle is again started. 
4 - Body production methods and 
tooling 
As lin the European 'industrial tradition 
and due to the reasons already 
expressed in more than one case under 
similar circumstanee's (high quality 
productions but 'Comparatively low in · 
quantity) Citroen has entrusted to a 
specialized external supplier the 
preparing and manufacturing of the SM 
bodies. Main tasks of the Body Oivisiion 
of the Stedes Usines Ohausson: 
development and construction of the 
prototype-bod ies; study of production 
methods and tooiling; pressing. assembly 
and body-in-white finishing. In the 
Citroen plants of Paris instead takes 
place the completion of The bodies 
(painting, trimming). the mounting of 
the meehani'cs and The SM final testing. 
The 1: 1 s,eale model made by the Citroen 
Styling Center was translated into the 
preliminary shape plan which made up 
the basis to the study of the outer 
paneling. Initially. the underbody deriv'ed 
from the well-known one of the OS. 
with thre'e varian1's of fundam'ental 
importance: the attachments of the 
front suspension arms were located 
befor·e the wheels' axis ; the passenger 
compartment floor was divided along 
the symmetry axis by the tunnel 
containing the main exhaust muffler; 
due to the secondary muffler. to be 
placed transversally under the rear seat, 
the anchoring of the rear suspension to 
the center section of the underbody 
turned out to be completely under 
discussion. The detaile,d study of the 
underbody was there,fore developed in 
parallel with the exact drawing of the 
final full-siz·e shape plan. which will be 
used directly either to make the 
reference models for the outer paneHng 
di·es or to design the body structure. 
Starting from this structural study - also 
comprising the mobHe paneling (doors. 
lids. front fe'nders, etc.) - were made 
theconS1'ructiondrawings of each piece. 
1'hen of the sub-assemblies and finally 
of the assembly units . 
The ,designers of the SM body would 
have liked the use wher'ever possible of 
light-aHoy panel,ing; in the end. only the 
engine hood with relevant framework. 
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cowHng and some ancillary parts such 
as, for ins'tance, the cooling 'sleeves' of 
the front brake's, could be kept. Because 
of dish-out requirements the rear hatch 
(whose die is shown by the picture on 
pg. 59, at 'top left) and because of others 
of assembly the rear fenders, these had 
to be built in steel. Even the gas tank 
was initially foreseen lin light alloy: still 
mounting it were the three experimental 
bodies (obviously buHt around an 8M 
unde,rbody and made in two-door 'coach' 
version) Chausson derived hom the 
08 body short'ene,d and lowered by 
10 cm, to enabl'e Citroen to carry out the 
testing of the mechani'cs of the future 
8M in the qui'etest way possible. For 
series producNon Chaussonengineering 
has ,developed a tank in plastic material 
(anti-shock) . 
The first ~ive prototype-bodies entirely 
done by hand, as well as the six 
pre-production assemb.led with di:shed 
out parts come out of the presses prior 
to production startup, wer,e Similarly 
built by Chausson. 
4.1 - Pressing methods 
The finalization of the Citroen 8M -
higher-quallity car bUi'lt on a small sca,le -
to the Method se,rvice means r'eduoing 
as much as possible the cost-quality 
relationship, which 'implies the search 
for rational 'and fully-reliable production 
technologie's. To achieve these goals 
they have two ways at their disposal: 
to develop a speci:fic tooi:ing expressly 
conceived for a Hmited p'roduction and 
to intervene on the product through the 
interdependence between methods 
offi'ce and bodydes'i'gn center. The 
comprehensive and compete'nt 
collaboration of the lattEir enab'led the 
fornmr to obtain s,everal wo'rthy 
compromise solutions. By way of 
exampl'e, the following drawings show 
the modifications required by the 
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Pressing Methods to windshield pillars 
and rear fenders, as wed I as the cho'ice 
of the dies for fabri·cation of door outer 
panels and of thei'nner one of the 
engine lid. 
4.1.1 - Windshield pillar dishing. At left, 
section (1) of the windshiel,d pillar 
(1 mm th i'Ck sheet steel) as it had been 
originally conoeive,d by bodywork 
engin-e:e.rs; at right, the modification 
required by the Methods, regarding the 
exterior appearance alone. 

The windshield pillar is an 'appearance' 
element (that is, it must not show any 
surface flaw); the ,door ope'n'ing 
restriking operation required the use of 
a cam·di'e to keep the piece in place. 
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After the modiHcation the sheet steel 
can be kept in the 'A' point and a 
traditional forming-restrikling die is 
enough. Investments turn out to be 
reduced and quality of the piece 
improved, 
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4.1.2 . Rear wing dishing. At bottom of 
the rear fenders, was originally 
fores'een on'ly one crease as shown 
in the fo!llowing cutaway drawing 
(section 2, at left) by the 'B' edge; 
being a Hne of s,tyle be,longing to two 
non-square volumes, it is a curved 
profile. The modification required by the 
Methods (section at right) was the 
introduction of astrai'ght dihedron 'C' to 
allow bending of sheet steel (0.7 mm 
thick) without rippling it. 

arete "en 

Before the mod ifi.cation , the appropriate 
dishing ways would not permit the 
obtainment of the lower edge wit'hout a 
complementary dishing-out operation 
due to theimpos'sibility to bend the 
'B' edge. 
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After the modification both dishing and 
the follOWing operaNons are simplified; 
the lower edge is obtained through a 
simple bending 'Operation around the 
'C' edge, without resorting to 
supplementary di'es; the cost/qualHy 
relat,ionship appears to be ameliorated. 
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4.1.3 • Door outer panel dishing. The die 
(top picture) for the ·double-effect 
dishing of the door outer panel was 
conce'ived for use in the edge bending 
operati'on. The sequence of operations 
is as follows: dishing on 4500 kN (450 t) 
double-eHect p'ress; piece stock'ing; 
edge bending. Because of stocking after 
trimming , thiis solution is possibl'e only 
in limHed productions. 

The left-hand cutaway (picture below) 
shows the dishing die transformed for 
the edge bending operation. The bas,e 
(1) has been r·emovedand the counter
form (2) has become mobile . The die is 
mounted on a double-eHe'ct press . 
The right-hand section shows the same 
die mounted on a singl'e-eHect press. 
Pins have been added to f,ix the blank 
holder, as well ,as the' extractors toO 
draw out the piece . 
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PANNEAU INTERIEUR DE CAPOT 

(RETENUE): RENVOI BOROS LATERAUX, DUTIL 81GDRNE 

4.1.4 - Hood inner panel dishing. To 
fabnicate the eng'ine lid inner panel 
(A7U2G Hght-alloy sheet) the pressing 
methods required profoundchanQ<es in 
function of the dishing charact'eristics 
of this kind of material. 
The top picture shows the side edge 
Hanging die . foreseen in an early 
solution. This cam die required mounting 
on a large press (4500 kN) and 
expensive 'automat<ion for extraction of 
the piece and this soluNon was thus 
put aside . 
The lower view shows the type ·of die 
finally adopted as best solution t,o the 
problem; this is mounted on a small 
eccentric press (1500 kN). To perform 
the ,edge-flanging operations two dies 
have been necessary but. despite it. 
such a solution turned out to be the 
most advantageous. 

4.2 • Body assembly 
This stage of production. tooled in v:iew 
of an hourly output of 5 units. presents 
rather severe requirements. the malin of 
which being : 
1) high-pr,eoision machining on the 
assembled body-in-white.for 
subsequent attachment of some 
mechan'ical un,its; 
2) particular assembly quality; 
3) o'utstanding quality lin the overall 
appear'ance of the above ensemble. 
Point 1) demands the use ofa very 
complex machine. whose main feature 
consists of a clamping of the body 
independently of possible oostruction 
defects . so that when itis released. 
ripples in the sheet metal are not 
engendered such as to prejudice the 
exactness of th·e machining done; on the 
other hand. the bodywork must be built 
with very preoise geometric qualities ,in 
view of further processing. This. led 
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Chausson to develop technolog,ies 
suitable for reducing to the minimum 
assembly deformations: the solution 
adopted in this case is that of a non-stop 
carrousel composed of a sequence of 9 
tooled trucks, on which the underbody 
elements are clamped ,insuring 
dimensional constancy of the looators 
and correct positioning of the parts toO 
be welded. The truck goes throOughall 
the stations of the carrousel , where 
various auxiliary hanging Jigs insure 
loading and assembly of the successive 
elements until body-in-white compleNon, 
excepting the welds under the body 
which are done outside the ·carrouse'l on 
a turnover tooling . Also the body main 
subunits are ,assembled on precision 
fixtures and checked on ·refe·r·ence 
sampl·es prior to final assembly . 
Point 2) calls for a steady checking of 
soldering mater'ialsand for a permanent 
testing of assembHes operated . 
Point 3) requires a very high degree of 
body-in-white finishing, speci'ally of <its 
exterior surfaces (visible panehing, 
covering, etc.). To obtain this, the most 
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CHAINE AUTOMATIGUE 

DE GRAISSAGE 

appropriate means ought to be appl'ied, 
such as for example the rear hatch 
seaming, done on a very complex 
hydraulic tool permitting to reach a 
qualHy otherwise impossible to obtain 
through a normal oper-ation. 
4.2.1 - Description of the assembly shop. 
The numbers refer - in groups of logical 
sequence and in order of chronolog'ical 
development - to the operations 
schematically ·indicated in the above 
layout; from no. 1 teo no . 14 they regard 
s.ubassembly preparation, from no . 15 to 
37 the carrousel and assembly line . 
1) Preparation of the underbody front 
partin a sequence of fixed ,and 
revolving fixtures equipped with spot 
welding booths (th'at is with the usual 
hand-operated gun-welders) and others 
with semi-,automatic gas arc-welding; 
2/ 3) preparation of the underbody rear 
and center parts, spot-welded on fixed 
fixtures; 
4) pr;eparation of the gr,eenhouse, on a 
sequence of f.ixtures comprising a 
tr'imming tool for the junc"bion I,ines, one 
for the ass,embly equipped wit-hare-

.. .. 
1

13 tranche de prepa~ 

welders and touch,up booths for welds, 
whieh must be 'invisibl'e; 5) preparaNon 
of the windshield frame, on fixed 
fixtut1es provided with protection copper 
to avoid spot marks; 6) prepar,aNon of 
the rear body structure, on f.ixed f,ixtur,es 
,equipped with spot-welders; 
7) mounting of the greenhouse/ body 
structure assembly by spot-welding on 
,3 f.ixed tool of the interior mock-up type 
with hydrauHc clamping, integr,ate,d by 
suspended plugs for w,indshiel,dand 
rear hatch openings (see color plictures 
on pt1evious page, at top r'ight); 8) o'uter 
paneling control stat:ion, equipped with 
reference samples for ,each 
subassembly; 
9) preparation of the front fenders, right 
and left, on a sequence of nixed 
assembly fixtures prOVided with gun
welders and hydraulic seaming tool, on 
whi'ch their rear edges are ref,ined in 
only one pass; 10) preparation of the 
doors, ri 'ghtand left, on a ser,i,es of fixed 
fixtures, ,equipped with spot and oxy
acetyl,ene assembly booths, and ona 
seeming hydraulic press provided with 
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a four-tool automatic "tourniquet"; 
11) preparation of the rear hatch, on 
spot assembly and seaming fixtures in 
a single pass; 12) prepar.ation of the 
engine lid, on fixed and revol 'voing 
fixtures with spot-welding booths 
composed of high-power transformer
guns for welding of li,ght alloy without 
pickling; 13) preparation of side panels 
and various items, spot and arc-welding 
on fixed tools ; 14) welding sta"bion, to 
assemble the different subunits needed 
by various preparing depts; 
15) continuous-run carrousel, made up 
of 9 identical trucks tooled for 
underbody and body-in-white assembly 
(photograph on previous page, be,low) 
in whose stations ar,e carried out the 
operations of: 16) loading on the truck/ 
fixture the three partsoompos.ing the 
underbody; 17) assembly of the 
aforesaid parts one to the other; 18) 
loading and assembly of subunits 
complementary to the underbody (long 
members, front posts, etc.) with the ai,d 
of hanging and portable jigs, as the 
truck passes by fixtures and spot-

welding booths; 19) different arc 
weldings on the underbody; 20) 
traslation of the greenhouse/ side 
structure toward thecmrousel by 
hanging jig, studied in view of stiffening 
and retaining the structure duning 
moti·on, in order to av,oid whichever 
deformation; 21) loading of the same on 
the "chariot" already carrying the 
assembled underbody; 22) assembly of 
the greenhouse/ side structure to the 
underbody, by means of spot & arc 
welding and overhead jigs synchronized 
with the underlying truck, compris,ing 
two side frameworks insuring the door 
openings, inserted on the platform and 
rigoidly caged within them by means of 
the two windshield and rear window 
j,jgs; 
23) picking of the ,assembled body from 
the carrousel and setting ona roller 
train for fixing the rolling sled; 24) 
compleNng of underbody welds on a 
turnover device equipped with arc and 
spot welders (color picture on following 
page , above); 25) checking model for 
dimensional control of the parts to be 

machine-tooled ; 26) traveli,ng lift for 
body raising to the he,i'ght of the machine 
tool, re-descent to the lower level , and 
transfer to the second tract of line; 
27) body readying f.or the mounting of 
mech'anics - suspens,ion and steering -
through its process,ing ona mutlipl,e 
automatic machine tool comprising (see 
color picture ,at left on the following 
page): a center secNon for body 
clamping, with relevant hydraulic 
dampers for vibrations; two front 
ensembles , r.ight 'and left, each 
cons'isting of five-tool honizontal heads 
for the drill1ing-boring of the front 
suspension arms attachments; always 
in front a gr10up with two vertical heads 
for boping of positioning holes of the 
steering rel ay supports; finally two rear 
ensembl'es, right and left, each with a 
bor,ing head for the fixing of the relevant 
suspension arms; 28 / 29) two booths for 
compleN'on of the aforesaid processes, 
tooled to make different threading, 
dr'ill 'ing, deburringand var,ious fin,ishing 
opemtions on the front and rear 
suspens'ion attachments; 30) checking 
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on elevator/ fixture of pr·evious 
operations and underbody welds; 31) 
assembly of the outer side panelling 
(rear fenders) on fixed fixtur·es 
equipped with spot-welders and one arc
welding booth; 32) f,inishil1g of previous 
welds and mounNng of the steering 
relay supports 011 a turnover fixture 
equipped Hke the preceding one; 
33) transfer of the body to the next I,ine, 
release and return of the sled by means 

of 2 translators and a ground conveyor; 
34) body-in-whHe hardwaring and 
fin,ishing line (color pi·ctu re below) 
composed of 10 stations for various 
brazing and discing operations as well 
as for the mounNng of doors and !'ids. 
headlight crosspiece and front fenders; 
among these stations we note that (35) 
of appe,arancecontrol ,and the last two 
{361. meant for poss1ible touch-ups after 
checking; 
37) automatic greasing line - with 
electrostati·c appHcaNon on bodies-in
white - prior to their final buy-off from 
the Chausson plant. 
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On the previous pages we have ,aimed 
at emphasizing those information -
regarding body design and production -
our readers should be most interested 
in, rather than dealing again with 
subjects already exhaustively developed 
by the specialized international press. 
To the pictures of these last three 
paQ'es of the article is therefore 
entrusted just a function of visual 
reminder of the aforesaid subjects: 
besides the most significant exteriior 
views of the car (which underline a 
certain styling 'redundancy ', -incoherent 
with the 'sci 'entiric' essenhality of the 
shape des,ign), a concise but adequate 
illustration of its interior as well as 
some particulms worth noting, complete 
the presentation in Style Auto of the 
Citroen SM. 
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